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ABSTRACT

Editor: Daniel C.W. Tsang

The development of catalysts has seen tremendous growth recently but most strategies only report utilization of
catalysts for a few initial cycles without taking into account the influence of oxygen poisoning. Here, the
magnetic Fe3O4@EDTA-Fe (MEFe, having a core Fe3O4 particle with EDTA-Fe coating) was investigated as a
model catalyst for long-term recycling for the removal of nitrogen oxide (NOx) from NO/O2 mixture, followed by
N2O recovery. The concentration of oxygen in the flue gas was found to have a strong impact on NOx absorption
and catalytic response. To circumvent the oxygen poisoning, the MEFe was subjected to electrochemical
treatment in the presence of neutral red (N.R.) and NO removal efficiency was ∼95 % noted. Furthermore, the
surface of the catalyst degraded significantly (p < 0.05) after 6–7 repetitive cycling due to surface catalytic
reactions, surface poisoning, oxidation of metallic species as well as residual stresses. The MEFe surface was
reconstructed after 7 cycles using EDTA solution and Fe source to achieve similar surface coating as the fresh
MEFe catalyst. The reconstructed MEFe exhibited similar NOx absorption capability as the fresh MEFe and the
reconstruction loop was repeated several times to achieve long term cycling, which make the catalyst costeffective. Hence, it is proposed that a successful regeneration process can be employed for promising, sustainable
and long-lasting catalytic treatment of air pollutants.
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1. Introduction

degradation/leaching was studied. To be noted, due to the magnetic
property of MEFe(II), it can be easily separated from the supporting
solution and enables its regeneration-reconstruction, which intended to
make it cost-effective. The electrochemical regeneration of degraded
MEFe was carried out for re-fresh its absorption to verify the reconstruction of EDTA/EDTA-Fe layer and its catalytic activities. The
proposed strategy can help to streamline the catalysts for long term
utilization at industrial scale.

Heterogeneous catalytic technologies for the removal of pollutants
have seen tremendous growth in recent years due to their high activities, lower cost, and ease of processing. These catalysts are either attached to a support or dispersed in a liquid media to harvest their
catalytic activities. Among various types of materials, the metal-based
catalysts have shown very promising activities towards the removal of
pollutants from air and water (Irfan et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2020; Li
et al., 2006). Metal-based catalysts are easy to fabricate, exhibited high
efficiency due to their good binding ability towards pollutants, and
provide active-sites for favorable decomposition of toxic pollutants into
harmless species (Yang et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2019). Despite a number
of key advantages, the long-term use of metal-based catalysts is seriously limited by their low stability under operation. The stability of the
catalyst is affected by a number of reasons such as gradual oxidation/
poisoning of the catalytic active sites, structural degradation and agglomeration etc (Han et al., 2019a; Zhao et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2018;
Wan et al., 2020).
At the same time, the regeneration of catalyst or spent-reagent is a
critical challenge (Hao et al., 2019). Few methodologies have been
presented previously for reconstruction of the catalysts for long-term
cycling. For instance, reactivation of spent-reagent was utilized to
maintain the efficiency of a system such as cobalt(II)-amine complex/
grapheme sheet, multi-walled carbon nanotubes/Na2SO4 and Fe(II)EDTA/sodium dithionite solution for restoration of spent-reagent (Jiang
and Wei, 2019; Chen et al., 2017; He et al., 2019). However, low-efficiency, complex mechanisms, secondary pollutants, consumption of
additives, and easily deactivation of reagents are the fundamental
shortcoming of system (Hao et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020). Therefore, it
is preferable to develop a remarkable low-cost system for easy recoveryseparation of catalyst, regeneration, long-lasting and green for NOx
handling.
To overcome the above-mentioned issues, a magnetic Fe3O4@
EDTA-Fe (MEFe) catalyst was synthesized for the NO reduction as well
as for the recovery of N2O at ambient conditions in our previous study
(Sharif et al., 2019a). In the proof of concept above-mentioned study for
N2O recovery, only pure NO gas (without oxygen) was used to establish
the system, however, the content of O2 in real flue gas is about 6–8 %
(Rampley and Hoffarth, 1991; Han et al., 2019b; Kouravand and
Kermani, 2018). Therefore, based upon previous reports, it is speculated that a negative effect of O2 can also occur in our established MEFe
(II) based sequential batch NO removal coupled with N2O recovery
system (SBNNS). Since, it is well documented that EDTA-Fe(II) are
commonly used scrubber for the de-NOx process, and it readily get
oxidized due to the presence of O2, resulting in lower absorption/reduction capabilities (Chang et al., 1983; Guo et al., 2013a). Similarly,
O2 may deteriorate the EDTA-Fe(II)/EDTA coating layer of MEFe(II) via
the oxidation of complexed -Fe(II) to generate some reactive oxygen
species with strong oxidative property (Noradoun and Cheng, 2005;
Sharif et al., 2019b; Long et al., 2004). Therefore, a systematic study is
highly important to propose the surface reconstruction and long-term
utilization of MEFe catalyst for de-NOx. However, as far as we know,
the long-term utilization, electrochemical activation, and reconstruction of degraded catalyst is not reported ever. Hence, this approach may
prove very useful for long-term catalytic realization via conversion of
toxic-pollutants into valuable components.
In this study, MEFe was integrated into an electrochemical reactor
to allow the electrochemical regeneration of MEFe(II) in the presence of
an electron mediator (Fig. 1). Additionally, the operation of SBNNS was
upgraded from a 2-step procedure (NO absorption and N2O production)
to a 4-step procedure by adding the electrochemical regeneration step
and the reconstruction step of MEFe(II). The MEFe catalyst was found
to has a strong dependence on the oxygen contents where a gradual
increase in oxygen content leads to drop in NOx absorption capacity and
catalytic efficiency. The effect of recycling on the structural

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Experiment
The typical synthesis of MEFe material and its characterizations are
given in detail in our previous work (Sharif et al., 2019a). However, the
details about the components and the chemicals used in this experiment
are given in S2 (Supplementary material, SM). Before carried out the
electrochemical treatment of MEFe particles, the absorbent was aerated
for 20 min with an air pump to confirm all ionic Fe(II) converted to Fe
(III). The working electrode (graphite rod) column was filled with 60
mL (50 μM) neutral red (N.R) solution amended by 50 mM phosphate
buffer solution (PBS, pH 7.5), then argon gas used for purging and each
time 2 g MEFe was used in the experiment. The counter electrode
(carbon brush) column was emended by only PBS buffer and Ag/AgCl
used as a reference electrode.
The whole process was carried out in four steps (Fig. 1), in first step
electron mediator (N.R) reduced (from NR to H2NR) where these
electrons used by MEFe(III) and transformed into MEFe(II) and i-t
curves against these reductions were also recorded by using electrochemical workstation. In the second step, the gas bag contained a
known concentration of O2, and NO (mix-gas) was connected by the
reactor. Moreover, the steadily decrease volume of gas bag indicated
that the formation of metal nitrosyl complex after chemically bonding
of MEFe(II) and NO/NOx gas. After a certain time, no further volume of
the gas bag was reduced indicating the saturation of MEFe(II). In the
next step, SO32− solution (1.25 mmol, pH 8.0–8.5) was added externally as a reductant to reduced metal nitrosyl complex into N2O, N2,
and subsequent components, where SO32− ions oxidized itself into
SO42− ions. In the last step, the reconstruction of ruined MEFe(II) was
also subjected by the addition of EDTA and Fe solution periodically
after 6-cycles. After completion of one cycle, Na2SO4 solution was
withdrawn from the reactor and the MEFe reused for the next round.
The same setup was employed without N.R mediated as the controls,
chemically treated i.e., NaBH4 for comparison, and all experiments
were conducted in triplicate. The experiments were repeated sevenfolds followed by the same procedure as described above for the stability evaluation of fabricated MEFe, NOx absorption, and subsequent
N2O recovery.
To mimic the real condition of flue gas, batch reactors were operated to investigate the absorption of NO gas, to account for the effect of
oxygen on the NO absorption by MEFe(II). Therefore, the concentration
of O2:NO mix gas was prepared in separate gas bags with different ratios of O2:NO, ratios as follows 0:100, 2:98, 4:96, 8:92, 10:90, 15:85,
(v/v) where NO span gas (10.02 % balanced by N2 v/v). The ratios for
mix gas/oxygen referred to as 0, 2, 4, 8, 10, and 15 % oxygen respectively, which is simulated by NO/N2 (v/v) accordingly.
2.2. Analysis and calculations
The identification and quantification of N2O and N2 gases were
measured by gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GCMS-QP2010
ultra, Shimadzu, Japan) system equipped with a thermal conductivity
detector (TCD). The concentration of N2O and N2 in the headspace of
the reactor was measured as described in the previous study (Cheng
et al., 2017). Every step and measurement was performed carefully and
repeated twice or thrice, and then the results or values obtained are
2
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Fig. 1. General operational steps of SBNNS for gas absorption, reduction along with regeneration and subsequent reconstruction, where carbon brush as cathode
electrode (CE), reference electrode (RF) is Ag/AgCl, graphite rod used as working electrode (WE) and neutral red (N.R) as an electron mediator. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

used here.

Gas absorption capacity =

product and the Fe(II) species are oxidized to Fe(III) sites. The oxidation
of Fe(II) not only arises from NO/NOx gas absorption but also from
oxygen species in the incident gas. Therefore, to underline the effect of
oxygen upon absorption of the NOx pollutant and subsequent conversion into N2O, a range of oxygen concentrations (O2:NO ratios 0:100,
2:98, 4:96, 8:92, 10:90, 15:85) were investigated. A general significant
(p < 0.05) decrease in NOx absorption was observed with increasing
oxygen content as shown in Fig. 2-a. The NOx absorption continued to
decrease until a saturation point (0.148 ± 0.015 mmol g−1) at a
maximum O2-contents of 15 % (mix gas (v/v)). However, after saturation of the absorption, the batch reaction switched for N2O recovery by replacing SO32− solution that having pH 8.0 and the obtained results are shown in Fig. 2-b. The oxygen concentration was also
found to have a strong effect on the NOx conversion into N2O. The
capacities of the recovered N2O-N (N2O) were found as follows 0.216 ±
0.012, 0.204 ± 0.017, 0.179 ± 0.022, 0.14 ± 0.015, 0.113 ± 0.015
and 0.102 ± 0.01 mmol g−1 for 0, 4, 8, 10 and 15 % of O2/mix gas (as
mentioned in the experimental section), respectively. The significance
(p < 0.05) decrease in absorption capacity and the subsequent NOx
conversion into N2O is attributed to several factors such as (i) the
higher oxygen contents compete with NOx for occupying the active sites
resulting in the lower number of active sites available for NOx absorption as a result of higher oxygen contents (ii) oxygen tends to
oxidize the Fe(II) sites into Fe(III), where Fe(II) is the favorable binding
site for NOx etc (Sharif et al., 2019a, Guo et al., 2014).

P. V 1
× 1000
R ·T M

where gas absorption capacity is in the units of mmol g−1, P0 is the
atmospheric pressure, 101.325 kPa. T is temperature 298 K. R is the
ideal gas constant, 8.31 kPa m3 mol−1 K−1. ΔVNO is the volume change
of gas bag after the NO absorption experiment and modified by subtracting the volume of NO dissolved into the PBS buffer. M is the
amount (g) of MEFe used for absorption and 1000 is the coefficient for
conversion the unit mol to mmol.

N2 O

N recovery capacity=

Cgas (Vgas + Hcc VLiq)
M

where N2O-N recovery capacity followed by N2O in this paper and the
units of mmol g−1. Cgas is the N2O concentration in the gas phase (mmol
L−1). Hcc is the Henry’s constant of N2O (0.595 at 298 K) that is used to
calculate N2O concentration in the aqueous phase based on that in the
gas phase. Vgas and VAq are the volume (L) of gas phase and aqueous
phase in the glass column for the reaction of N2O recovery, respectively.
Moreover, the NO2−, NO3−, and SO32−/ SO42− were measured using
an ion chromatograph (883 Basic IC plus. Metrohm, Switzerland)
equipped with a Metrosep A Supp 5–250 column (Metrohm, Switzerland).
To assess the significance of each variable on absorption capacity
and recovery efficiencies, analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Tukey
post-hoc test was carried out using SPSS software version 20.0. The
statistical significance level was established at p ≤ 0.05.

3.2. Performance of SBNNS by multi-cycle operation and the effect of
electrochemical regeneration

3. Results and discussion

After underlining the effect of oxygen upon NOx absorption and
subsequent conversion to N2O, the methodologies were investigated to
limit the effect of oxygen exposure during the ongoing catalytic process.
To limit the effect of oxygen on the catalyst, the chemical and electrochemical methods were utilized. The chemical treatment of the
MEFe catalyst with NaBH4 and electrochemical treatment in the

3.1. Effect of oxygen on NO absorption and N2O recovery
For MEFe, the Fe(II) species provided the catalytic activity where
the pollutant absorbs on the Fe(II) sites followed by conversion into the
3
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Fig. 2. (a) Effect of O2 content on NO absorption at pH = 7.5, T =298 K, P = 1 atm, (b)
Effect of O2 content on N2O recovery at pH =
8.0, T =298 K, P = 1 atm and bars with different lower case letters (a–d) refer to significant differences (ANOVA, Tukey’s test, p <
0.05) between treatments, where the same
letter indicates no significant difference the
values used here are means ± SEM.

Fig. 3. (a) Regeneration of MEFe particles for
NO absorption capacities via untreated and
electrochemically treated/N.R, (b) percentage
removal efficiency with (red-line) and without
(black-line) electrochemically regenerated, at
pH 7.5, and 8.0 respectively, T =298 K, P = 1
atm and bars with different lower case letters
(a–e) refer to significant differences (ANOVA,
Tukey’s test, p < 0.05) between treatments,
where the same letter indicates no significant
difference, the values used here are means ±
SEM. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

presence of N.R. were found to recover the catalytic activity efficiently.
It was found that the chemical (by NaBH4) and electrochemically
treated (by an electron mediator additive: neutral red/N.R) MEFe catalyst exhibited almost identical (p > 0.05) catalytic activity as shown
in Fig. S3. This clearly indicated that the electrochemical methods can
be used to replace relatively tougher chemical regeneration methods.
To compare the catalytic response from without (electrochemically)
treated MEFe with electrochemically treated MEFe, parallel comparison
tests were conducted. In one setup, the MEFe was run for several cycles
without any treatment, while in another setup, the MEFe was electrochemically treated by N.R after each cycle and the results are presented
in Fig. 3-a. However, the electron mediators increase the reproducibility of Fe(III) into Fe(II), which is preferable and applied for long term
without causing secondary pollutants meanwhile avoid the complex
additives (Aeppli et al., 2019; Gorski et al., 2012). Similarly, N.R applied for restoration of Fe(II), which maintain the NOx absorption
ability as well as high removal efficiency and subsequently make the
system self-sustainable.
The absorption capacities for the first cycles were almost the same,
and the capacities for 2nd cycles were found to be 0.143 ± 0.016 and
0.147 ± 0.015 mmol g−1 for untreated-MEFe and electrochemically
treated MEFe/N.R, respectively. There was no significant difference
observed for electrochemically treated against first to five cycles p-values range (p = 1000 to 0.695, respectively) even with untreated C-1 (p
= 1.000). While the absorption capacities were noted with significant
differences against 7th cycles 0.074 ± 0.013 and 0.108 ± 0.013 mmol
g−1 for untreated and electrochemically treated, respectively. These
results clearly showed that the performance of the untreated-MEFe
catalyst was gradually declined with high oxygen contents, while the
electrochemically treated MEFe/N.R catalyst maintains its capacity for
five cycles. A significant decrease in catalytic response was detected
after 5-cycles for the untreated cycles, which can be attributed to the
leaching of terminal ionic-iron or detachment of EDTA-Fe from the

surface of core-material (Fe3O4) (Tang and Lo, 2013; Sander et al.,
2015). However, the untreated MEFe showed a significant difference in
absorption capacities started from 2nd cycles to onward. The removal
efficiency for electrochemically regenerated MEFe (red-line) was >90
% after five cycles, while it decreases for without electrochemical regeneration (black-line) due to the oxidation of Fe(II) (as mentioned
above) as shown in Fig. 3-b.
3.3. Cyclic voltammetry analysis
To understand the mechanism, the cyclic voltammetry (CV) analysis
was conducted and presented in Fig. 4. The CV analysis was carried out
for control (pure MEFe without any additives), and MEFe with N.R.
additive. The N.R. is chosen as an additive because of its electron-donating capability which can facilitate the reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II).
The experiments were conducted in a voltage window of 0.5 to −1.3 V
at a scan rate of 10 mVs−1. No significant redox peak was observed for
pure MEFe, which clearly indicates the absence of any oxidation-reduction reaction as a result of applied potential (dotted red line).
However, strong redox peaks were observed for MEFe with N.R additive
(solid black line) as shown in Fig. 4. The existence of strong peaks in the
CV curve clearly indicated that the redox reaction as a result of N.R
additive mediated by its electron-donating capability. It can be assumed
that the N.R releases its electron by conversion into H2NR, and these
electrons are then utilized by MEFe to reduce the Fe(III) species to Fe
(II) (Guo et al., 2013b, Rana et al., 2017). These noticeable peaks attributed to the reduction, oxidation of MEFe(III), and MEFe(II) respectively and it also showed in the proposed reaction-mechanism
(Fig. 9), even similar results were found by Mattioli, et al., with coatedFe3O4 (Mattioli et al., 2020). Moreover, the electron mediator endows
electrons to –Fe(III) and it covert to –Fe(II) which is the most required
species in this whole study.
4
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MEFe indicated the significance of SBNNS-system efficiency for NO
removal.
However, the absorption and reduction also accounted regarding
total N-balance and reciprocal selectivity percentage with other nitrous
fractions are shown in Fig. 5-c. Moreover, the generated nitrous compounds such as NO2−, NO3−, and SO32− also measured by ion-chromatography (IC) technique, and the obtained results are provided in
Table S5. Based on above results and previously reported literature the
amount of NO2− and NO3− relatively increased due to more available
metal/metallic sides (Fe3O4 or Fe), which is responsible for oxidative
products as compared to reduced one (Brüggemann and Keil, 2011,
Djellabi et al., 2019a, Chien and Chu, 2000). In addition, the high selectivity for N2O-N due to pH factor and sulphite solution used as a
reducing agent for the reduction of nitrosyl-complex as mentioned in
the previous study (Sharif et al., 2019a). The total N-balance is strong
agreement about the reduced products and other dissolved products in
the scrubbing solution.

Fig. 4. (a) CV of MEFe + N.R (solid black line) and MEFe as a control (dotted
red line) with scan rate of 10 mVs−1 while N.R solution 50 μM, PBS buffer (50
mM, pH 7.5) as a dispersion media, graphite rod used a working electrode,
carbon brush counter and Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

3.5. Morphological stability of the catalyst
After optimizing the effect of oxygen and catalyst activity, the study
was further extended to investigate the long-term stability. It is generally noted that the catalysts tend to lose capacity after the first few
good cycles which render them unsuitable for long term applications
(Jin et al., 2006). To understand the possible reasons for the loss inactivity, the TEM/HR-TEM analysis was carried out for fresh MEFe and
after several-continuous cycles, the results are presented in Fig. 6(a–b).
It is quite clear that the surface coating on the fresh MEFe was ∼16.5
nm but after 7 consecutive cycles, the surface coating was only 7.5 nm
(Fig. 6a). The measured difference in the thickness of the coating layer
ascribed the slow dissolution of the external amorphous surface during
continuous long-hours agitation, repeatedly oxidation-reduction of Fe
and Haber-Weiss reactions (S5) are the major reasons for degradation of
amorphous layer i.e., EDTA. However, further reusability leads to fast
degradation of the surface coating (Fig. 6(a–b)) which can be attributed
to residual stresses in the surface coating building up during the first
few cycles. Moreover, the detachment and subsequent degradation of
EDTA is more drastic in the presence of oxygen and proposed reactions
are given in S5 (Noradoun and Cheng, 2005; Gambardella et al., 2005).
It is worth mentioning that the extent of poisoning and degradation of
MEFe depends upon the contents of oxygen, different phases or layer of
catalyst and mechanical agitation for long hours. Due to these factors,
the amorphous layer (EDTA) is more vulnerable as compared to core
(Fe3O4) so that it is eventually degraded, and this type of catalytic
degradation also reported (Zheng et al., 2019; Gan et al., 2020).
However, to elaborate the chemical changes on the surface of fresh
and spent MEFe composite was analyzed by FT-IR and the corresponding spectra are given in Fig. 6c. The existence of broadband in

3.4. N2O recovery and selectivity
After the saturation of MEFe by NO absorption, SO32− solution
added externally for N2O recovery. The N2O-N recovered capacities by
the end of reaction first-cycles were the same (p > 0.05) in terms of
without and with electrochemically treated/N.R, respectively at optimal pH (8.0) as shown in Fig. 5-a. The recovery of N2O-N was also
proportional to NO absorption and therefore, the MEFe exhibited
higher conversion efficiency due to higher available reaction sites as
well as a higher number of Fe(II) species. The obvious significance (p <
0.05) decrease of N2O-N after 6th and 7th cycles for treated sample is
directly related to the corresponding absorption capacities. Moreover,
under anoxic conditions, the slight decrease in absorption was observed
after five cycles as shown in Fig. S4. In short, the detachment of EDTA/
EDTA-Fe was relatively high (after five cycles) which is due to oxygen
effect and related chemical reactions shown in S5 (Noradoun and
Cheng, 2005, Gambardella et al., 2005). Ultimately, this detachment of
EDTA/EDTA-Fe influences directly the absorption and recovery processes. Moreover, the selectivity of N2O-N was found as 72.5 and 72.3
% for untreated and electrochemically treated MEFe against first cycles
as shown in Fig. 5-b. Furthermore, electrochemically treated MEFe retained higher selectivity (∼68.2 %) after 5th cycle in comparison to
untreated MEFe (selectivity after 5 cycles ∼43 %). Hence, the high
selectivity difference between untreated and electrochemically treated

Fig. 5. (a-b) N2O recovery and % selectivity for continuous seven-cycles for untreated and electrochemically treated/N.R, (c) selectivity % of recovered products
N2O-N, N2-N, NO2−, NO3− and SO32−/N-S compounds at pH 7.5, and 8.0 respectively, T =298 K, P = 1 atm and bars with different lower case letters (a–f) refer to
significant differences (ANOVA, Tukey’s test, p < 0.05) between treatments, where the same letter indicates no significant difference, the values used here are means
± SEM.
5
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Fig. 6. TEM/HR-TEM images of MEFe, (a) Fresh, (b) after 7-continues-cycles, at low (100 nm) and high magnification (5 nm), respectively, (c) FT-IR spectra of fresh
MEFe and after 7-cycles.

hydroxyl region 3400−3500 cm−1 is clearly present on the spent
catalyst due to continuous use in aqueous media while these peaks are
not prominent in fresh MEFe. The obvious changes are observed in the
aliphatic stretching of −CH2– at 3000−3150 cm−1 for fresh and used
MEFe, the lessened the peak intensity elaborating the removal of
−CH2– groups from the surface of spent MEFe. In the same way, the
stretching vibration of CeCH, CN, and COeee at positions 1400, 1250
and 1050 cm−1 respectively, are almost similar but the intensity of
peaks strongly indicated that the surface changes on the spent catalyst
after high oxidative and residual stress (Djellabi et al., 2019a, Djellabi
et al., 2019b, Sharif et al., 2015). In the same way, the magnetic
strengths of fresh and spent MEFe (taken out from reactor) were compared in the presence of a strong neodymium magnetic bar as shown in
Fig. S9. The magnetic strengths were found to be the same but the
brown color of supernatant was very clear in a glass vial of spent MEFe
(after 7-continuous cycles). The color change of supernatant is also an
indication of the leaching/degradation of surface contents over Fe3O4core, which supporting the evidences of TEM/HR-TEM, FT-IR, and TGA
analysis.
Furthermore, to evaluate the detachment of EDTA/EDTA-Fe from
the surface of Fe3O4 over several cycles, TGA-analysis was carried out
(Fig. S7). The approximate residual percentages of weight losses were
found to be 5.12, 4.97, 4.77, 4.21, and 4.01 % using MEFe composite
after 1st, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th cycles, respectively. This decrease of
residual contents is also supporting the degradation of EDTA/EDTA-Fe
after absorption-reduction cycles. Hence, the decrease in residual
weight with subsequent cycling could be attributed to a gradual degradation of the surface of catalyst particle which leads to a capacity
difference of 0.057 mmol g−1 (34.8 %) between C-1 and C-7.
To sustain the long-term cycling capability, the surface coating was
reconstructed using EDTA solution assisted growth. The MEFe nanoparticles were separated using a magnetic bar and suspended in the
EDTA solution after 6 cycles followed by the addition of Fe source to
achieve Fe-chelated sites. It is quite clear that the surface coating was
restored after the EDTA treatment and the TEM/HR-TEM analysis
showing similar surface layer thickness (16 nm) as the fresh MEFe
catalyst as shown in Fig. 7(a–b). The recoated MEFe restored the absorption capacity (Fig. 8). Then followed by the addition of FeCl3 (0.3
g) for Fe-chelation and again sonicated for 10 min, finally recoated
product separated through external magnet. Moreover, the XPS and
powder XRD analysis (Fig. S8) were carried to compare the fresh and
reconstructed MEFe. The results revealed that there was not any chemical and physical changes found for fresh and reconstructed MEFe,
which indicates the regeneration and reconstruction process restore
MEFe to its original state without carrying any chemical change.
Owing to the presence of Fe (II) species, the reconstructed MEFe

exhibited excellent NOx absorption capacity which was almost equal to
the fresh MEFe catalyst as shown in Fig. 8. The ruined MEFe (after 7cycles) was recoated and the absorption capacity of reconstructed was
the same as that of the fresh MEFe. In the same ways, the absorption
capacity again significantly decreased after 12-cycles and lowest was
noted after 14-cycles then again recoated and newly repaired MEFe got
same NOx absorption capacity as the previous ones. In addition, the
extent of absorption depends upon Fe, which is bind with EDTA, so that
the spoilage of EDTA-layer, the absorption decreases proportionally.
Moreover, in the light of existing knowledge, it is concluded that the
oxygen exposure, continuous residual stress, and long hours high agitation degraded the amorphous coating (EDTA) and recoating needs
after every six to seven cycles (Sutton, 1985; He et al., 2015). The MEFe
catalyst was repeatedly reconstructed several times and exhibited similar NOx absorption capability, which clearly indicates that the reconstruction process is critical in realizing the performance for longer
cycling. More, the reconstruction of MEFe composite did not need
several reagents, high temperatures, and multiple steps to repair the
adsorbents which further simplify the process. Moreover, the recoating
of EDTA-Fe enables the MEFe for NO absorption up to the next 5–6
cycles without mechanical loss. The reconstruction of the catalyst increases the stability of the system and made it more sustainable, which
is a great achievement of this study. The schematic diagram for the
reconstruction of the degraded functional layer shown in Fig. S6.
In addition to the experimental determination of absorption capacity, we further calculated the theoretical absorption capacity of the
developed catalyst against corresponding cycles, and the results are
listed in Table 1. The data was collected after 1st, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th
cycles, respectively, and the corresponding TGA-curve given in Fig. S7.
The difference between theoretical and experimental capacities were
not more than 0.004 mmol g−1, which is in good agreement with the
results of TGA, HR-TEM and observed NO absorption capacities during
consecutive cycles.
3.6. Mechanism, electrochemical reduction and regeneration
The reduction pathway of NO using the SBNNS system was investigated and analyzed the products formed during this study under
the electrochemical system as shown in Fig. 9. The oxygen present in
flue gas oxidized the ferrous (-Fe(II)) into ferric (-Fe(III)) and the
working electrode (graphite rod) donate electrons in the presence of
N.R (electron mediator) finally –Fe(III) transforms into -Fe(II) which is
capable to make nitrosyl complex with NO absorbed at pH value
7.0−7.5. The externally added sulphite solution (SO2 transforms into
via SO32− after scrubbing solution) reduced this nitrosyl-complex into
subsequent products including N2O, N2, NO3− NO2−, and SO42− at pH
6
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Fig. 7. TEM/HR-TEM images after reconstruction, (a-b) recoating of EDTA-Fe after 7 continue cycles.

8.0 (Zhao et al., 2019; Han et al., 2016, Chen et al., 2020, Wang et al.,
2007). The oxidized MEFe(III) regenerated via electrochemical system
and reused for next cycles.

operated at ambient conditions.

4. Conclusions
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In this study, a recyclable magnetic MEFe catalyst used for the longterm for NOx removal was developed. Since MEFe based catalysts are
severely affected by exposure to oxygen species which compete with the
pollutant species and limit its catalytic efficiency, to keep high and
long-term catalytic efficiency of MEFe, electrochemical treatment was
adopted to deal the existence of oxygen. The electrochemical treatment
is though to be green, cost-effective, keep the stability of the system
good enough and now days extensively applied for pollutant treatment
processes. Moreover, the amorphous coating of catalyst was significantly degraded due to surface catalytic reactions, surface poising,
and oxidation of metallic species. Therefore, the reconstruction of MEFe
was carried out by EDTA/Fe solutions, and confirmed by TEM/HRTEM,
XPS, FT-IR, TGA, and NOx absorption capacity tested. It was found that
the reconstructed MEFe catalyst had the same physical and chemical
characteristics as the fresh one.
Hence, based on the current scenario and commercially applied
process, this system is expected to be more promising towards stability,
regeneration ability, avoid secondary pollutants, cost-effective, and
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